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INTRODUCTION 

 

Twitter defined: a 140-character micro blog considered one of several Web 2.0 social networking 
tools, connecting people and information in real time.  In an education or training context, Twitter 
is a powerful way for educators / instructors / trainers / researchers to publicize research, 
communicate with students, connect with broader learning or scholarly community, or alert 
“followers” to resources and events.  

Presentation Part ONE: Professional Resource 
Presentation Part TWO: Instructional Tool 
Hashtag: #TRUTECHTALK 
Sign up for Twitter: https://twitter.com/signup 

PART ONE 

PROFESSIONAL RESOURCE 

BES T P R AC T IC ES  

Settings: Under “Account” choose user name that best reflects your profession or role.  Ideally your 
real name; however, that is not always possible.  It should be memorable, spelled correctly, and 
short.  No underscores.  No numbers.  Learn more at Twitter’s Help page “Guidelines & Best 
Practices”. 

Profile: Use a professional photo or one that reflects your profession.  Avoid cutesy images, avatars, 
and emoticons.   Use your real name.  Link to a website that you can maintain – your ePortfolio, 
professional blog, course page, or Research Guide for your course or subject area. In the BIO section 

http://support.twitter.com/groups/33-report-abuse-or-policy-violations#topic_121
http://support.twitter.com/groups/33-report-abuse-or-policy-violations#topic_121
http://libguides.tru.ca/MLA
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list role, TRU identity; use authoritative words such as “official”, “speaker”, “expert”, “educator”, 
“instructor”, “biologist”, “nurse”, and “geologist”. 

 

WHOM TO FOLLOW? 

Consider following authors, news agencies, radio programs and personalities (CBC), museums, 
conferences, colleagues, professional associations, or other agencies and institutions pertinent to 
your field and research interests. 

Use directories, such as: 

• We Follow http://wefollow.com/twitter/education  
• Just Tweet It (education) http://justtweetit.com/education/  
• Inside Higher Education Twitter Directory 

http://www.insidehighered.com/twitter_directory 
• Tweet Find (Educational) http://www.tweetfind.com/Education.html 
• Follow Education http://followedu.com/  

WHAT TO TWEET? 

 Share links to educational websites 

 Share news articles related to your area of research or instruction 

 Invite followers to attend a conference or workshop 

 Post video links 

 Post updates on your research or publications 

 Share resources  

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT 

Use a social media management program to leverage the power of Twitter. 

 Hootsuite 

 Tweetdeck 

 Twhirl 

 Tweetie 

What to know some stats (percentage of view, re-tweets, mentions, etc.?  Use some anayliser 
software such as Hootsuite, Rowfeeder, and Tweetstats 

  

http://wefollow.com/twitter/education
http://justtweetit.com/education/
http://www.insidehighered.com/twitter_directory
http://www.tweetfind.com/Education.html
http://followedu.com/
http://hootsuite.com/
http://www.tweetdeck.com/
http://www.twhirl.org/
http://www.tweetie.com/
http://hootsuite.com/
https://rowfeeder.com/
http://www.tweetstats.com/
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SHORTEN LINKS 

• Compress that Address! http://is.gd.com 
• Tiny URL http://tinyurl.com 
• Bitly: Save, share & discover links http://bit.ly (has tracking) 
• SNIPURL: Snippetty snip snip. http://snurl.com  

HASTAGS 

 When composing a tweet, enter the pound symbol (#), followed by a keyword or keyword 
phrase that represents the topic of the message. 

 Hashtags can contain multiple words or numbers. For example, you might use a hashtag 
such as "#Water" or "#GroundWater" for messages about a water resources. 

 Add the hashtag to the end of the message or in the body of the message by placing the 
pound symbol in front of a word. 

 Use the “#Discover” feature in Twitter to find hastags to follow or when creating one for 
your needs to ensure it will be unique and not already used 

 Find hashtags at:  http://www.hashtags.org/  

PART TWO  

INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL 

R ESEAR C H /  S TU DI ES  

1) The Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) funded a project to explore the usefulness 
of Twitter as a teaching tool.  

Conclusion 

 Stimulated teaching staff and learners to think about new forms of interactivity 

 Helped teaching staff think about alternative methods of formative assessment 

 Enabled teaching staff to better understand learning styles and preferences in a 
Web 2.0 context 

Mistry, V., p.1296 

Article available through CINAHL  

http://is.gd.com/
http://tinyurl.com/
http://bit.ly/
http://snurl.com/
http://www.hashtags.org/
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Mistry, V. (2011). Critical care training: using Twitter as a teaching tool. British 
Journal of Nursing, 20(20), 1292-1296.  

2) “COFA Online is an academic unit responsible for the development and management of a 
wide range of fully online and blended undergraduate and postgraduate courses in art and 
design disciplines at the College of Fine Arts (COFA), The University of new South Wales 
(UNSW), Sydney, Australia.” 

McIntyre, S., Watson, K., and Larsen, S. (n.d.).  Strategies for large scale blended learning initiatives: 

Training, teaching and management. Retrieved from 

http://unsw.academia.edu/SimonMcIntyre/Papers/144027/Strategies_for_large_scale_blended_learning_i

nitiatives_Training_teaching_and_management  

Lubna Alam, Instructor, teaches a class called “Social Infomatics” at 

University of Canberra.  Lubna describes Twitter as one of the Web 2.0 tools 

used to connect students to content, information, debates, each other, and her 

highlighting how this can improve student engagement, communication, and 

collaboration.  

Video on COFA site 

Video on YouTube 

CLASSROOM SET-UP 

Instructors are using Twitter as a one-time class instructional tool, embedded function of a course 

protocol, and into the interface of Moodle or BlackBoard course management systems, or as a back-

channel conversation/collaboration tool in both face-to-face classrooms and virtual. Twitter is used to 

promote small group discussions, distributed group investigations, presentations, and collective 

brainstorming.  Twitter heightens student engagement promoting connection through various uses, such 

as: facilitating debates, commenting on discussions, enabling quick and informal sharing of information, 

and efficiently contributing outside links and internet resources. 

Instructors can send links to class materials, resources, content questions, assessment polls, updates and 

changes in venue, reminders, and links to assignments, all in real time. 

Students can ask questions, share links, respond to instructor and peer questions, participate in back-

channel conversations.  From this, an instructor can assess levels of contribution and degrees of 

understanding. 

Library Instruction with Twitter by Transliteracy Librarian (Julie Kent) 

Twitter – in the classroom     Christine @CMoz 

http://unsw.academia.edu/SimonMcIntyre/Papers/144027/Strategies_for_large_scale_blended_learning_initiatives_Training_teaching_and_management
http://unsw.academia.edu/SimonMcIntyre/Papers/144027/Strategies_for_large_scale_blended_learning_initiatives_Training_teaching_and_management
http://www.canberra.edu.au/
http://online.cofa.unsw.edu.au/learning-to-teach-online/ltto-episodes?view=video&video=229
http://youtu.be/V5tSSgBJq2s
http://transliteracylibrarian.wordpress.com/2012/03/06/library-instruction-with-twitter/
http://vimeo.com/3369021
http://twitter.com/CMoz
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Hashtag – use careful consideration, search Twitter first to find similar hashtags, choose one easy 
to remember, quick to type, and as close as possible to your course, assignment, or subject.  For 
example: #BIOL1110, #GEO@2450, #NURSETALK  

Etiquette – establish code of conduct early and assign appropriate consequences for misuse.  
Create a use agreement gaining student buy-in.  Consequences include blocking and un-following. 
Specify that Twitter is a place for focused, class-specific interaction and content not a place for 
random chats or to talk about your new jeans or your weekend away. Tweet only those comments 
that you would feel comfortable saying in person. 

Follow a Twitter style guide: 

 Grammar Girl’s Twitter Style Guide    

 Social Media Today Twitter Style Guide 

 Mashable Twitter Guide Book 

GLOSSARY 

Tweet – an individual post 
RT – (retweet) resending someone else's tweet 
@username – mention or opening a message to a specific person 
Message – direct and private message to a follower 
#hashtag – a tag that tracks groups and discussions 
Groups – allows users to place followers in a single feed  

The Twitter Glossary 

SUMMARY 

Studies and research are presenting strong cases for integrating Twitter and other Web 2.0 
technologies into student learning.   

http://grammar.quickanddirtytips.com/twitter-style-guide.aspx
http://socialmediatoday.com/index.php?q=SMC/102925
http://mashable.com/guidebook/twitter/
https://support.twitter.com/entries/166337-the-twitter-glossary

